E Serve No. 89 of 2018  July 30, 2018

Sub: TBT notification issued by Tanzania on cotton khanga cloth

Dear Member,

This has reference to TBT notification- G/TBT/N/TZA/199 dated 5th July 2018, issued by the Tanzania Bureau of Standards wherein Tanzania has issued draft standard on specifications for cotton khanga cloth. The product mentioned in this notification falls under the HS Code 52083190.

The brief of the regulation is given below:

This Draft Standard describes the constructional details and other particulars of varieties of Cotton Khanga. This standard does not specify the type of finish, general appearance, luster and feel of cloth nor does it specify colour combinations in printed cloth.

For more details, please also refer the TBT notification and regulation attached in this mail.

Kindly forward your comments or suggestions to the Council at info@texprocil.org latest by 8th August 2018.

Regards

Dr. Siddhartha Rajagopal
Executive Director
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